A SHORTER HISTORY OF ENGLAND
(3) Men were losing their old certainties because the Pagan
religions were breaking down- In all this bad state of affairs
only one institution increased in vigour, gave more hope and
character, and afforded a refuge. This was the Catholic
Church, which increased in organization and numbers every-
where, though still in most places but a minority—in many a
small minority—and treated with hostility by the official
classes, the Government, and the bulk of Pagan society* There
arose also a mass of Catholic literature which expanded as the
years passed. But there was this interesting thing to note:
the Church and its writers were boycotted. To read the
Pagans of the day, especially the official ones, you would
hardly know that the Church existed, or had anything to say
for itself. But it grew continually both in numbers and strength,
still more in the appeal it made to the world around, where
things were beginning to go wrong and the old rituals no
longer appealed to men. Later on St Jerome said a remarkable
and true thing. He said that if only the Empire as a whole
had been converted to the Faith in time the old civilization
would have been preserved. As it was, the conversion, when
it came, saved all that could be saved of arts and literature;
but it came too late to preserve that high civilifcation intact,
It did, however, preserve so much of it as to enable Europe
to carry on through the decline and to rearise in the Middle
Ages.
The First Pirate Raids on England* The Oriental
marriage of Septimius Severus had very bad effects. His wife's
nephew, Heliogabalus, was a contemptible Emperor, and after
his cousin Alexander, in 235, government fell into confusion*
One Emperor after another was murdered—there were eight in
eighteen years!—and the last, Valerian, died a prisoner in the
hands of the Persians. Meanwhile the Outer Barbarians had
learned much from the Empire: the powerful and rich civilisa-
tion with which they traded and in whose armies they enlisted,
and into which they came in great numbers to work and seek
their fortunes. Ainong other things picked up from the
Empire they learned the art of making larger boats and sailing
over wide seas. Some of them who had thus learned how to
make large boats, and who were familiar with the civilized
countries, came in pirate raids across the North Sea from the
coast of Holland and Frisia (the sea-coast from the Texel to
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